NOTES

MARCH 2018
Hello Brian,
A few weeks ago I was looking through some of our text correspondence and discovered
how difficult it is to find anything specific in a text string once the moment of the
conversation has passed. I made some screen grabs and filed them away. I knew that
eventually I would figure out how to package them.
At some point—hard to say when—you will be ready to write a book. You will know you
are ready when you start getting serious about organizing notes, doodling layouts in the
margins of everything and begin playing with mock-ups. When it is harder not to do a
book—when your ideas can no longer be contained—then you will do one. It really is
that simple.
Right now your ideas are a jumble and the vision is vague. Brilliant rays of thought
regularly pierce the mist, but only enough to intrigue. You need to collect them to see the
patterns of the bigger picture. This is exactly what you do for others as a designer, day in
day out, so not only do you know you can do this, but you know you are good at it.
This document is a butterfly net for some of the more compelling thoughts I saw fly by in
our back’n’forths. It is a jumble, but collecting leads to critical mass. To be clear, this isn’t
critical mass. I am hoping, though, that it inspires you to begin keeping notebooks of your
ideas and making time for the important in the midst of the neverending urgent.
Urgency itself could prove an interesting theme worth exploration. We live in a time of
spinning plates. Everything, absolutely everything, feels more precarious, more in danger
and more precious—including the future.
Ha! That should be enough fodder to get you going!

• btw, I want a signed first edition…

EMAIL: “BOOK REPORT” (post-Bell Labs, lightly edited email)

1/27/18
Hello Brian,
...It’s hard to believe that almost exactly one week ago, I was on a
plane somewhat clueless about the adventure about to unfold. I am
quite glad that it unfolded as it did, even though the deadline for
Aer Lingus was nothing short of brutal. What an opportunity
to understand what you do, how you think, the many facets of
collective creativity/strategy, and the core design challenge of so
completely grokking a client’s present that its future can be reengineered, reimagined and redefined.
My first inclination was to dig into the business story to figure out
why AL needed to shed its skin—a process that probably should
have begun five years ago. It’s clear that they’re going to need to
make all kinds of changes if they’re going navigate through the needle’s eye, but being able to align the troops through a visual declaration of mission will help the cause. Actually, given the platitudinous
language of the brief, with its emphasis on “smart” (really, who
wants to build a dumb business?), the need to get beyond language
is rather acute. It’s the bite-of-the-apple visual permission to think
different so it’s possible to take on the challenge of being insanely
great. It’s map, icon and rallying cry.

FEEDBACK

In terms of the room, you killed it. They were engaged and it was by
far one the more interesting and challenging presentations that
Bell Labs has hosted. You were telling them about something they
didn’t know—and didn’t necessarily know they were interested in.
That’s why Marcus brought you in. At the same time, it was about
12 minutes too long. You added stuff back in. As a rule of thumb,
prepare a talk that’s 10 minutes shorter than the given time and
you’ll be right on the mark. Also, you are great at Q & A, so it
would have been better to have had more of that. The video is likely
a bit leggy, but I am not sure it matters. They viewer stats in YouTube
for the lectures are in the low hundreds. If it makes Bell Labs happy
to have the video, make them happy (link to the KIN talk - hidden
from search engines ).
There were two important categories of take-away: First, a
strengthened relationship between COLLINS and Bell Labs. There is
a much deeper, broader awareness for the integral roles that design,
experience and visual communications play in the engineering
process. I can see all sorts of collaborations, from product and
systems design to that buckyball graphic that could definitely use
some work…

Second, loads of insights for a book.
• The trefoil—promise, purpose, push—resonated. This was the
first big public debut of an idea you’ve been mulling for quite a
while. It really *is* a different way of looking at things. Unlike a
traditional, static Venn diagram, it’s dynamic, dimensional, iterative
and evolutionary. Unlike Design Thinking, a useful tool, though
reductive in approach and incremental in achievement, the trefoil
model is responsive and diagnostic. It presumes constant change and
provides a lens to more easily and strategically identify where change
needs to happen next and also the implications. Zoom out, squint and
imagine a corral reef of interacting trefoils and now there’s a way to
understand a specific trefoil in context.
(btw, I really enjoyed sparring with Tom about Design Thinking.
It was very helpful to understand how revolutionary it has been
compared to the step-and-checked-box norm. Still, it tends to be
closed system, defined by the limits of stakeholders who only know
what they know.)

I was delighted that it struck such a chord with the high school
teacher (Shane Evans, 732-757-7470). That said, the book isn’t
directly *for* high school students, but like McLuhan or Huxley
aimed at more at the smart 25-and-up crowd. It’s an aspirational
read that by *not* being *for* 17 year olds makes it the kind of
catnip that can transform lives and chart a path to careers and
lifelong passions. It’s the equivalent of a friendly neighborhood
architect squiring you into the office of the Architects Collaborative
so you could glimpse the future.
The graphic rendering of the trefoil needs work. I much prefer your
hand drawn version with longer arcs and sharper points. The rounded
lobes (too many shamrocks?) want to go Venn. Also, I think it needs
to show the human touch of imperfect lines piling up with each
circuit around the trefoil. If you looked at it from the side, not only
would there be a depth, but the trefoils would reveal moment
forward. It wouldn’t just be perfect stack. This idea needs work, but
there’s a lot of potential.
Models matter. “All Ideas are Bad Ideas” and “Mess is More” are
verbal models that give permission to take chances. The trefoil
provides a way out of the Design Thinking box by giving designers
and clients a better way to understand what they’re doing and why.

• It’s clear that the development of a book has to follow your process
or it just won’t ring true. The production itself has to walk the talk.
You are a natural storyteller and also a teacher who is energized
by questions and need. It’s not just a matter of time—you’re never
going to be able to carve out the time to sit down and write—but also
that some of the essential sparkle would get lost in such a process.
If this goes forward, the next steps would be a series of interviews,
mostly in person, but also by Skype that would be recorded and
transcribed. Transcriptions are word-clay through which themes and
the greater whole eventually emerge.
• In terms of form, The Medium is the Massage is useful, but only
to a point. As distinctive as the dimensions are and as fun and rich
as the content can be, it is kind of a frustrating book. Layouts gutter
and type sometimes gets in its own way. The non-linearity is both
charming, the point and annoying. What you / we create has to serve
the content, not fight with it. “M is the M” was the “push” of its time,
but things change.

I jotted down a list of aphorisms with the potential to turn into
spreads/sections. In no particular order:
• Imagination has a process
• Eureka is not random
• We can make a system out of anything
• Problem-seeking versus Problem-solving
• Mess is more
• All ideas are bad ideas
• Form follows fiction
• Future-proofing (the ultimate fiction?)
• Annotated technologies
• Explosion of the mind
• Essential enchantment
• Fundamental fantastic

NEXT STEPS
• You need to start sketching, beginning with the cover. I kind of
like the working title, “Essential Enchantment,” but the point is a
working title. Whatever you sketch now will likely not end up being
the cover, but it will focus your thoughts in a language in which
you are fluent. Think about size and dimension, themes and flirty
attraction (the book needs to want to be read).
• Work on the trefoil graphic / animation. Use it as a descriptive/
prescriptive lens to analyze projects, so it becomes second nature.
• Create a file (Dropbox?) and fill it with quotes, links to videos,
articles, etc.
• Mull some more on what’s meant by “Designers are competition
with the future.” I know why you switched it back for the
presentation and that’s fine, but a book is a more reflective medium. If
the logic is weak, there is enough time for people to begin to question
it. Besides, I really like the idea of futures in constant competition,
(even though I wish we were back to having an Obama future rather
than a Trump’ed one…).

• The opening and closing sections of the Bell Labs lecture were
either my words or my massaging of words. You read them because
they haven’t become part of you yet. Read them, internalize them
and restate/change them so there is no gap between what you mean
and what you say.
Once you’ve started to make progress on all of the above, the
project will become more real and the path forward less alien and
frightening. At that point, it will make sense to bring me back for a
series of conversations.
Va bene? In terms of logistics, you do not need to bring in another
person to keep you on track. You must travel this part of the
journey alone. If you find yourself enjoying the challenge of the
sketching / thinking / idea-sourcing, the project will go forward. If
you don’t enjoy it—if it isn’t interesting to you—it won’t.
Just go with the flow…
ciao for now,
Janet

• Marshall McLuhan Archive
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Brian Collins
Brian is Chief Creative Officer of COLLINS, an independent
experience design company in New York City and San Francisco.
They were named by Forbes as one of the companies reshaping the
future of brand building.
Over his career, Brian and his team have won every major creative
award. Their work has been featured in The New York Times,
Businessweek, Creativity, Fortune, NBC News, ABC News
and Fast Company, which named Brian an American Master of
Design. In 2017, COLLINS developed the concept and design of
Ford’s launch of The City of Tomorrow, focusing on the future of
urban mobility. Working closely with the in-house creative team,
COLLINS recently launched the reimagination of Dropbox, the
popular online storage platform.
Their clients include some of the world’s leading companies
including Spotify, Facebook, Nike, Instagram, HBO, Target,
Airbnb, The Guggenheim Museum and The Coca-Cola Company.

For ten years prior to founding of COLLINS, Brian was Chief
Creative Officer of the brand and innovation division of Ogilvy
& Mather Worldwide. Brian was made a Distinguished Alumnus
of the Massachusetts College of Art in 2004 and received an
Honorary Doctorate from the Art Center College of Design in
2008. In 2013, he was invited to join the Worldwide Creative
Council of Ogilvy & Mather, the board which oversees the
agency’s work globally.
Brian speaks globally on the effect of design on the future including at Kellogg, Columbia, Princeton, The Next Web and PopTech.
He was the first graphic designer invited to participate in the World
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. Brian has been a professor in the Graduate Program of the School of Visual Arts since
2001. He is a Director of The One Club for Creativity, the world’s
foremost non-profit organization recognizing creative excellence in
design and advertising.
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Thesis Production

The Books

This course will inspire and challenge students
to create a more personally powerful and culturally meaningful thesis. As students enter the
completion stage and their thesis ventures take
shape, they are advised, consulted and assessed
on insightfulness of concept, relevancy of
concept to intended market, quality of thinking,
viability of product, craftsmanship of branding
and overall project.

The Architecture of Happiness
Alain de Botton

Devotions:
The Selected Poems of Mary Oliver

Man’s Search for Meaning
Victor Frankl

The Great Gatsby
F. Scott Fitzgerald

The Courage to Create
Rollo May

Brave New World
Aldous Huxley

On Photography
Susan Sontag

The Elements of Style
Strunk and White

Thinking Fast and Slow
Daniel Kahneman

Ways of Seeing
John Berger

Man and His Symbols
Carl Jung

Beowulf: A New Verse Translation
Seamus Heaney

Change by Design
Tim Brown

The Hero with a Thousand Faces
Joseph Campbell

A Blue Fire
James Hillman

No Logo
Naomi Klein

Dam Everything But The Circus
Corita Kent

Finite and Infinite Games
James Carse

With the input of their thesis advisors, students
will also demonstrate rigorous user experience
research and testing, market research and business capability. Design of the overall project is
analyzed –from logo to product, from fabrication to technology, from promotion to presentation– in a series of one-on-one critiques.

